QUAD HELIX

FIXED/REMOVABLE MAXILLARY APPLIANCE

✅ Maintain or develop the maxillary arch
✅ Auxiliary arms to tip incisors labially
✅ Stimulate buccal/lingual crown torque
✅ Used in conjunction with Fixed Bracket Therapy
✅ Best combined with a Low-Friction Bracket System
✅ Stimulates a cranial release
✅ Finger activate prior to insertion

➤ The Quad Helix is fabricated from the same Elgiloy wire as the ALF appliance.
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Fabrication Options
Plain or Straightwire Bands
➤ All attachments are LASER welded

Please specify modifications on your prescription.
Visit www.orthodontic.ca under Laboratory/Fixed for further information.

A UNIQUE “CASE EVALUATION” SERVICE AVAILABLE

Serving the dental profession since 1972.